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with the help of its user-friendly interface, players can now access and interact with the animus in more ways than ever before. ezio auditore is able to view other memories as well as his own, while desmond can now explore and manipulate the virtual world to solve puzzles, interact with the environment and even alter time in
order to save other characters in the animus. these and other new features will be revealed in assassin's creed revelations when players make their way through the sixth chapter of the game. in the meantime, players can still explore the world of venice and other locations featured in the game in the uplay companion app for
pc, ps3 and ps4. the uplay app also allows players to purchase additional content, including the game content, soundtrack, art book and game maps that are available to purchase. the assassin's creed revelations dlc: the lost archive is set in the footsteps of altair ibn-laahad, the assassin of assassins in assassin's creed ii. the
main quest includes 11 levels of gameplay, featuring 12 side missions that are loosely connected to the main story. players will be able to acquire more than 10 new weapons, new skills, and new gear that will be used throughout the adventure. in addition to the game, the assassin's creed revelations dlc: the lost archive
includes an art book featuring the game's featured art, a soundtrack featuring original music by jesper kyd and duncan patterson, as well as a map book that includes in-game maps of all the locations visited in the game.
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we are happy to announce that assassin's creed revelations - ottoman edition is now available to download for xbox 360 and playstation 3 in north america and for pc in europe. the game is available on the xbox 360 as an xbox live® arcade game and on the playstation 3 as a playstation network game. the game also supports
xbox live and playstation network play on xbox 360 and playstation 3 respectively. after the completion of the tutorial the game allows you to choose one of three characters ezio, altair or a new one that is not mentioned in this review, a new protagonist who is not an assassin. as the player progresses through the game, ezio is
free to explore a huge open-world environment consisting of city and countryside areas. the visual style is nice and it has a similar feeling of assassin's creed 2. during the game you can also make a character choose between an assassin and a renegade. the game has a large number of quests that can be obtained through the
various characters. you can trade gold coins for different items, which can be equipped or used in the shop to improve your character. in addition to the traditional assassin's creed action and hunting, the game also allows for a variety of different combat styles. this includes swinging a weapon, using special attacks, etc. and of
course, there are many different weapons in the game. the lost archive dlc is a good addition to the game and the price is quite fair. the story is good and allows you to experience different environments and characters. the gameplay is simply awesome, especially the new combat system. at the end of the day, this is a really

good add-on to the game. but due to the fact that i had problems with the game on two computers, i would recommend this dlc to other people only if they have a good experience with the game. 8.4/10. 5ec8ef588b
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